coms 180

research ice breakers

Objectives:
- To demonstrate your knowledge of organizational communication research
- To facilitate an engaging icebreaker with your colleagues that links to communication research
- To practice synthesizing organizational communication literature
Assignment:
In small groups, prepare and lead an engaging icebreaker that connects to our class content and your
own related research. The ice breaker should be fun and help us understand or think about
organizational communication concepts in new ways. Plan for 15-20 minutes, although if you want
to facilitate a longer activity, let me know in advance. You will want to briefly share your research,
teaching the class something new about organizational communication.
Directions:
1. Read your week’s chapter and/or readings closely. Choose a topic to explore that either
complements the class’s reading, or dives into a chapter concept more deeply.
2. Do some research on your chosen topic (C level research = at least two important,
credible organizational communication** research sources per person).
3. Prepare a riveting short icebreaker based upon your research. The time is yours and
you can structure how you like. You might talk for 5 minutes, then jump into a Q&A,
Kahoot quiz, game, or challenge. Along the way, share important insights from your group’s
research. This is NOT meant to be a formal presentation, but make sure to cite specific
sources so that it is evident your activity is research-driven. NO boring powerpoints allowed!
**Note: Only one Kahoot activity allowed per semester.**
4. Prepare materials for the class, including:
a. A synopsis of your research articles (make sure you summarize your outside research,
NOT the textbook or class readings. Your synopsis should include important quotes,
details, and not just repeat the abstract. It’s fine if you organize this like an annotated
bibliography, with the citation listed and the synopsis below. To demonstrate group
cohesion, organize the synopses alphabetically by author or by theme, rather than
listing each person’s sources by name.)
b. A separate references page for your in-depth research in APA style
Post your materials to the appropriate discussion board no later than Monday at
noon before your Wednesday presentation.
Grading criteria:
- Preparation: How prepared and organized are icebreaker leaders? Do leaders look
professional? Appropriate materials completed and posted on time? Is it evident that icebreaker
leaders have collaborated carefully?
- New material: Does the topic presented/discussed complement but not repeat course concepts
from the book/required reading? Have the icebreaker leaders brought new research to class? Are
the research synopses meaningful and interesting?
- Engagement: How well does the icebreaker connect to org comm concepts/research and enable
the class to engage more fully in the material? Is the activity well organized and led carefully by the
leaders? Is the activity meaningful for learning?
- Meaningfulness: How fun/interesting/thought provoking is the icebreaker overall?
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Points Possible: 125
* If your group has a compelling reason to use more class time, let’s chat!
** Your outside research should primarily focus on organizational communication scholarly articles,
however you may look at management or business communication journals, too. Management
Communication Quarterly and Journal of Applied Communication Research are good
places to start.
Frequently Asked Questions
Q: Do we get to choose our groups?
A: We can negotiate this during the first weeks of class. Typically, classes opt to either choose their
groups or choose their topics. Regularly, people will want to sign up for their preferred topic/date
(usually a Top 3 situation), and then I will organize people into groups. Sometimes classes will form
their groups first, and then negotiate as a class for preferred topics/dates. There have been some
epic and complex games of ro-sham-bo for this purpose.
Q: Should our group dress up?
A: Yep. You should look professional. Remember Aristotle’s discussion of credibility. You
automatically generate credibility when you look professional.
Q: How many sources equals A-level research?
A: It depends. It could be three sources each, lightly covered in the activity. Or two sources each
covered in great depth in the written synopsis. However many sources you use, make sure they are
specifically about organizational communication research.
Q: How do I know if a scholarly article is about organizational communication?
A: It will generally talk about organizational issues and communication in the title, and/or the
abstract, and the article will be about some organizational topic. If you get an article from
Management Communication Quarterly, it is 100% about organizational communication. Sometimes org
comm scholars will publish in journals outside of Communication Studies, and then you’d want to
look up their bios.
Q: Will we be marked down for going just the minimum time, 15 minutes?
A: No way.
Q: Will we be marked down for going over the time limit?
A: No, but unless you make previous arrangements, you might get stopped before your activity is
done to allow time for other class business.
Q: What’s the thing groups most often get wrong?
A: One of three things, typically. The most common misstep is to simply repeat content from the
textbook or common readings, which are often covered during lecture. Sometimes groups forget to
cite any sources or have an activity that is completely unrelated to their research. Remember, the
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point of this assignment is to bring new organizational communication research to the class. And on
that note, make sure sources are about org comm specifically. I regularly see sources that are about
the topic (say emotional labor) but from another discipline like management, psychology, or nursing,
or an article is about communication, but not about organizing (typically, media/PR, or education).
The second most common problem is that groups frequently underestimate how long activities take,
especially the logistics and going over directions. Consider asking the class to read something in
advance, or post directions to Canvas. Chat with me about timing, if you’re concerned.
And last, the third most common issue is about technology. While boring powerpoints are not
allowed (seriously!), groups will sometimes want to use visual aids or show videos, but don’t try out
the technology in advance. Make sure you know how the zoom technology works in ADVANCE of
your icebreaker.
Q: How many people are in the class?
A: 25, not including the professor
Q: Can we play games?
A: Sure. So long as you can tie the game to your research and learning a concept.
Q: Will the professor play along?
A: If you want me to, absolutely!

